2.
SHIPS' EYES FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA
Fragments of three sculpted marble eyes, or ophthalmoi, have been dis covered in the course of excavations at the Athenian Agora.1 The first was found during the spring of 1938, when archaeologists working along the western edge of the Agora explored one of two wells associated with Building F, a large Archaic structure that preceded the circular Tholos constructed after the Persian sack of Athens in 480 B.C. Unlike many of the wells in the Agora, which are carved into the natural bedrock, this one had been carefully walled with small fieldstones that continued to the very bottom of the well, to a depth of over 9 m.2 The bottom third of the well contained ceramic vessels, lamps, and figurines that suggested that the well had been in use during the first decades of the 5th century B.C., while the upper two-thirds contained an earthen fill interspersed throughout with stones and fragments of ceramic pithoi, millstones, and querns. One of the marble objects retrieved from this fill is a large sculpted eye (1), broken at both ends but still about 60% complete, finished with a low raised border around the edges and a round hole through the center (Fig. 1 ). Black-figure potsherds and fragmentary roof tiles belonging to the Tholos and found near the mouth of the well indicate that it was closed at the same time the Tholos was nearing completion, ca. 475-465 B.C.3
A second fragmentary marble eye (2), comparable in size but less well preserved than the first, was excavated in another well to the southeast of the Tholos (Fig. 2 ). Opened about 50 years after the Tholos was completed, this well had been dug to a depth of 12 m.4 The mouth of this well was capped with two courses of poros blocks, but, unlike the well associated with Building F, the well shaft was left unlined, and before too long the walls collapsed and the well became unusable. The collapse of the well walls created a small pit at the surface that served in the short term as a dump for a large quantity of burned roof tiles, millstones, and broken pottery dating from the last decades of the 5th century. This deposit, character ized by the excavator, Homer Thompson, as a kitchen dump, appears to have been the result of a fire that damaged or destroyed the Tholos near the end of the 5th century.
Finally, in 2007, pieces of a third eye (3) were discovered in a 5th
century context approximately 20 m southwest of the Tholos (Fig. 3) . Unpublished. Fragment of a left(?) eye of large-grained white marble, representing the section between the (missing) central hole and tear duct. The eyeballs surface is smooth and slightly domed; the eyelids are represented by thick raised borders 3.5-3.9 cm wide; the lower eyelid curves naturalistically as it approaches the (missing) corner. The back is flat and unpolished, but more finely finished than other examples.
425-400(?) B.C. Unpublished. Outermost corner of a left(?) eye of large-grained white marble. The eyelids consist of a low raised border and intersect at the corner in a sharp angular fashion.
The back is roughly worked and carries traces of red stain.
5th(?) century B.C.
SHIPS' EYES AT ZEA HARBOR
The identification of the three Agora marbles as fragments of sculpted ophthalmoi was facilitated by the discovery, almost 60 years earlier, of nu merous intact and incomplete examples from the Athenian harbor town of Piraeus (Fig. 4) . News of the find was first reported in 1880 by H. G.
Lolling, who examined 11 marble eyes in a private collection, unearthed during construction of a new road at the edge of the ancient harbor of Blumel 1963, p. 19, no. 11, pi. 23 .
The inner half of a left(?) eye of Parian(?) marble. The eyeball is smooth and framed by sharply angled eyelids. Extensive added color has survived to suggest five incised concentric rings of varying widths radiating out from the central hole (p.Diam. 2.0 cm): yellow at the center, followed by a narrow band of red, followed by a wider band of white (or possibly blue), an even wider red band, and finally a narrow yellow band. The back is roughly worked with a point chisel; there is no indication of red stain, but the presence of what Blumel describes as "rust" led him to conclude that it was once attached by means of an iron fastener.
Hypothetical reconstruction ( In 1885, as excavation of the northeastern part of Zea harbor con tinued, archaeologists exposed the remains of 10 low sloping slipways with columnar partitions ( In various locations around Piraeus and Athens, a series of inscribed marble slabs have been found that document the provisioning and supervi sion of hundreds of ships and naval equipment. These stelai, published in the second and third quarters of the 4th century B.C., are often described collectively as the tabulae curatorum navalium, or the Piraeus Naval Inven tories. During the first excavation season in 1999, archaeologists uncovered a white marble disk (11), about 14 cm in diameter, pierced through the center by a large lead spike (Fig. 9) .18 As on the Zea ophthalmoi, the outer face is convex and incised with concentric lines, while the back?which would have rested against the ship s wooden hull?is flat and roughly worked.
Within the incised lines are the faded remnants of a dark painted ring that indicates the outermost edge of the iris, while the flattened head of the lead fastener, at center, is reminiscent of the eyes pupil.
A second ophthalmos (12, Fig. 10 (Fig. 12) ; the Zea marble eyes are likely to be examples of these adornments.
Despite numerous technical similarities in the surface treatment of the ships' eyes from Tekta? Burnu and Zea, the differences in their shape and size are both obvious and important. Circular ophthalmot like the pair excavated at Tektas Burnu appear on a handful of Archaic Greek vases (Fig. 13) .24 The present corpus of depictions is too small to permit definitive conclusions, but it seems to imply that merchant ships routinely As a motif, eyes appear on everything in ancient Greece from coins to cups to shields to amphora stamps; while it is not within the scope of this article to account for these many manifestations,32 it is appropriate Another candidate in the immediate vicinity is the (Old) Bouleuterion, or council house, probably constructed at the very end of the 6th cen tury B.C.39 It was the council (Boule) that presided over state naval matters, including the construction and maintenance of warships, their equipment, and the shipsheds, as well as the supervision of hundreds of trierarchs.40
Bouleutic decrees concerning naval affairs were enforced by the dockyard officers (epimeletai neorion), who published the naval inventories discovered in the Piraeus.41 Fragments of similar stelai, representing at least three additional mid-4th-century inscriptions, have been found in the Agora.
Some of these appear to duplicate the Piraeus inventories, while at least one fragment actually joins them, though none makes mention of ships'
eyes.42 All of the fragments were either reused in modern construction or come from unstratified or otherwise disturbed contexts; two, however, for the function of the ophthalmoi. The eyes may have been honorific, af fixed either to a commemorative monument possibly erected by one or more trierarchs, or to a structure (the Bouleuterion?) that highlighted the Boule's civic duty as custodians of the fleet, Athens' most illustrious and awesome asset. Like the marble ophthalmoi, fragments of inscribed stelai documenting the naval activities of the Boule have been found in both the Piraeus and the Agora, which appear to constitute two major spheres of bouleutic activity as far as the fleet was concerned.
An equally plausible theory is that the eyes represent the remains of surplus naval equipment surrendered to the strategoi and stored in the Strategeion. There is little in the existing naval lists, however, to suggest that ophthalmoi were routinely classified with other pieces of a ship's gear;
rather they appear to have been treated as permanent fixtures of the ship itself. Equally ambiguous is the true character of the supposed Strategeion;
inscriptions and other more recent finds suggest that the building's real identity may continue to elude us for some time.
Finally, a third and more remote possibility is that the Agora eyes once belonged to a ritual wheeled ship of the type featured in the Anthesteria and the Greater Panathenaia festivals. Although the origin, destination, and antiquity of each festival's procession were distinctive, both followed a route along the Panathenaic Way through the Agora. As a result, neither can be ruled out as a possible source of the three fragmentary marble ophthalmoi found there over the course of 75 years of excavation.
